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Exciting Announcement of a joint “Russian-American Planet-X Research
Project” revealing whether this theoretical Brown Dwarf Star’s ‘ClosePass’ to Earth in 2009 and 2012 could terrorize our planet bringing about a
‘global pole shift’… If not “Planet-X”—then what’s coming our way?
HORN LAKE, MS, January 5, 2009: Futureworld Publishing International announces the release
of Dr. Jaysen Q. Rand’s new best-selling book, The Return of Planet-X and Its Effects on Mother
Earth: A Natural Disaster Survivor’s Manual, his alarming, yet eye-opening tome. Dr. Rand will soon
advise he will be joining professional forces with Retired Soviet Air Force Lt. Col. Marina L.
Popovitch and the EnergyInformative Division of The Russian Academy Of Sciences, Moscow,
Russia. This study group will formulate a high-level scientific research effort to prove or disprove
the reality/actuality of the existence of Planet-X, believed to be the Biblical Book of Revelation’s
reference to “Wormwood” Chap. 8, Vrs. 11. —“And the name of the star was Wormwood.”
Jaysen Rand and his close friend and associate, former Soviet Air Force Test pilot/aviator, Lt. Col.
Marina Popovitch, Ph.D., are both working members of the EnergyInformative Division. Dr.
Popovitch and her former husband, Army General Pavel (Paul) Popovitch have been top UFO/ET
researchers and this unique UFO/ET research and development group devotes itself to investigating
alternative sciences: the paranormal, metaphysical realities, the existence of UFOs, extraterrestrial
intelligence/communications/origins, the surrogate alternative formats of energy, healing, medical
research, alternative sciences/astronomy/mathematics and human dynamism as topical examples.
Dr. Rand and his US associates will assemble an American team of scientists, researchers and
authors (on topic) who will link up/coordinate their research efforts with their Russian counterparts
in an attempt to either affirm or deny the truth, validity and controversy surrounding the subject of
this mysterious and arcane Planet-X-related phenomenon. “X” is presently capturing the total
imagination/interest/debate spread across the many thousands of Internet sites, radio-TV talk shows,
lectures, books, magazines, feature films, network TV documentaries, religious sermons and the
most simple person-to-person communications occurring around planet Earth every day.
The relatively unknown scientific approach of utilizing ‘Remote Viewing,' astronomy, planetary
observatory research, scientific inquiries, noted authors/professors (on topic), individual UFO/ET
researchers (all experts in their respective fields) handling contactees/abductees, global UFOlogists
and scientific colleagues, astronomers and additional support personnel—will be assembled creating
the schematic design format for implementing this fascinating and timely Russian/American jointventure research project. This unique approach brings together the best European/American minds.
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According to Dr. Rand’s research in his latest book, the most current working hypothesis we have to
examine concerning the expected return date of Planet-X coursing through the solar system centers
around the prime fact that X’s extended orbit (approximately every 3,600-4,000 years – first passing
through the solar system in ‘phase-one’ –then back out again in ‘phase-two’) – now suggests that
X’s ‘destructive cycle’ occurs in two separate cosmic events.
This ‘first-phase’ begins with X’s ‘initial pass-through’ (possibly in 2009) then separated by
approximately 2-3 years until its ‘second-phase’ –wherein “X” makes its ‘second pass’ through the
solar system (expected in 2012). This second passage marks X’s return leg back again into deep
space beginning anew its 3,600 year trek through the heavens. Dr. Rand believes that Planet-X’s last
return visit most likely coincided with the Hebrew exodus from Egypt under Moses and Pharaoh in
1447 B.C.E, roughly 3,454 years ago. Questions: Did God somehow come to Moses’ aid by staging
a cosmic event that no one today understands? …Are the 'Book Of Revelation' Prophecies true?
The best-researched dates include late summer (September-2009) for X’s first phase pass-through
and in early winter (December-2012) for X’s second-phase pass through the solar system. Major
'Earth Changes' may occur during both phases of X’s passage with the most damage resulting in a
possible ‘pole flip’ (a tipping of Earth on its axis of rotation by 180 degrees) in X’s second phase.
Rand states in his book: “It’s also possible that a complete ‘pole shift’ may not occur, however,
Earth may still suffer major planetary upheavals from X’s passage through the solar system.”
There remains a series of unanswered questions and major challenges to the global “X” theory
posed by professional and amateur astronomers alike—that we haven’t seen any reliable scientific
evidence or sightings of this rogue celestial body including if “X” even exists at all. Could it be
that the world’s major governments have proof and are still reluctant to announce this potentially
disastrous global event? These and many other critical/timely Planet-X questions will be carefully
examined and discussed by this joint Russian/American scientific panel now being assembled.
Quoting from page 307 in Dr. Rand’s book: ”Whatever fate awaits us—Mother Earth is about to
reveal her secrets regarding the reality of Planet-X coming in 2009/2012. One thing is absolutely
certain!! Something ‘BIG’ is radically wrong with the normal functioning of planet Earth’s global
operating systems and mankind’s ability to either control or understand these cosmic forces and
dynamics… And time we believe…is rapidly running out in the landscape of human life as we are
presently living it here on the Earth in 2009.”-- END -ATTENTION
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For additional book review copies, excerpt opportunities,
and author interviews, please contact Dr. Jaysen Q. Rand at
Futureworld Publishing International, L.L.C.
P.O. Box 141, Horn Lake, MS 38637
PHONE: 662.781.1200 / FAX (662) 781-8080 or CP (901) 336-9660 or E-mail at

<skipper@att.net> or <skipper.2012@hotmail.com>
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